We report an unusual high-temperature ferromagnetic transition in bulk single-phase nanocrystalline La 0.95 Sr 0.05 MnO 3þd , achieved through localized strain and inhomogeneous Sr-doping. Magnetization measurements show a well defined transition at 290 K and a broad one at $150 K. HRTEM imaging reveals the strain on the highly crystalline nanometer sized grains and Sr-doping gradients, while oxygen homogeneity at the grain interfaces is confirmed by EELS-spectra. The magnetic behavior, far from the expected bulk phase diagram, shows how local doping and strain can strongly tune the macroscopic properties of a bulk material. Perovskite manganites belong to the class of highly correlated electron systems, where phase separation controls a wide range of electronic and magnetic properties. 1, 2 A reduction of the size of these materials to the nanoscale leads to dramatic changes in their properties as the finite size, grain boundary, and surface strain effects can play an important role. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The potential strength of strain effects was very recently evidenced in manganite thin films, as the Curie temperature was shown to be increased several times via orbital control resulting from appropriate strain. 4 Also, some recent studies showed the influence of high strain fields in large volumes of CMR material 3, [5] [6] [7] [8] where surface strain in nanocrystalline grains substantially influences the magnetic phase formation. Exploring strain effects combined with composition distribution could establish a way to strongly tune the magnetic properties of bulk materials, beyond previous reports. 8 In the present study, single phase nanocrystalline La 0.95 Sr 0.05 MnO 3þd , which in bulk single-crystal form is a canted antiferromagnet, 9,10 is here shown to present an unusual ferromagnetic transition at ordering temperature 290 K (T C1 ) and a broad transition at $150 K (T C2 ). An analysis of electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) spectra and detailed high resolution transmission electron micrography (HRTEM) study confirm the oxygen homogeneity at the grain interface and the existence of strain in the system. The magnetic properties of the system are interpreted via the mean-field model, taking into account a distribution of T C with two main distinct transition temperatures, each with its own degree of inhomogeneity. A combined effect of doping and the strain associated with is discussed to explain the tuning of properties of this bulk system. Polycrystalline La 0.95 Sr 0.05 MnO 3þd samples were prepared via a chemical route, 11 resulting in an average grain size of $120 nm, obtained by scanning electron microscope. The single phase nature of the material was confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction, and the diffraction pattern is indexed by the orthorhombic structure (Pbnm) with a ¼ 5.47(2) Å , b ¼ 5.60(4) Å , and c ¼ 7.71(1) Å . Fig. 1(a) shows HRTEM imaging of a typical grain, showing clear lattice resolved planes, implying good crystallinity inside the particle. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern, shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a) , is consistent with the orthorhombic phase observed from X-ray diffraction. The majority of particles are thin and hexagonally shaped, with size in the range of 60-80 nm, in a total size distribution ranging from 40 to 200 nm. The general features of the observed grains are highly crystalline nature, with a varying relative proportion of La-and Sr-ions, with Sr content up to 9 at. % inside the grains. Bulk oxygen stoichiometry in the system was verified through iodometric titration. DC magnetization (M) was measured in vibrating sample magnetometers (VSMs) with a field range from 0 to 10 T. Fig. 2 shows the temperature (T) dependence of zero field cooled (ZFC) magnetization (MZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetization (MFC) of the system at an applied magnetic field (H) of 1 kOe. On decreasing temperature, a sharp increase of MZFC and MFC occurs below 290 K, indicating that the system orders and attains a spontaneous magnetization at lower temperatures as discussed below. The lower inset of and Mn 4þ in their high spin state and the 5 at. % Sr doping, the theoretical effective paramagnetic moment (l eff ) per formula unit can be estimated as $4.85 l B . The large difference between this and the experimentally obtained l eff may be due to oxygen nonstoichiometry as well as the surface disorder effect at the grains and/or magnetic clustering. A measure of nonstoichiometric oxygen by iodometric titration shows the excess oxygen to be $1.6% which, however, does not completely justify the experimentally observed value of l eff . The low value of l eff can be justified if we take into account that the magnetization changes with temperature near T C1 will be mostly dependent on the Mn ions with T C $ T C1 , establishing the values of H W and C of the Curie-Weiss law. Considering our previous estimation that $40% ions are ordering near T C1 and the N (number of ions) parameter is changed adequately, the resulting corrected value of l eff is 4:76 l B , much closer to the expected value.
In order to further verify the surface disorder effect of the grains, we performed a detailed HRTEM study at different regions of the sample. We observe some regions which are highly homogeneous in elemental concentration and some inhomogeneous regions. In the inhomogeneous regions, typical HRTEM-EDX spectra show Sr content within $2-9 at. % inside the grains and $1 at. % at the interfaces. On the other hand, oxygen homogeneity is confirmed by EELS K-edge line at interface and intra-grain ( Fig. 1(a) ). This excludes the possibility of surface disorder effects to play a major role in the magnetic property of the system. Detailed EELS showed ( Fig. 1(b) ) the difference in oxygen K-edge and white line ratio of Mn L-edge (ratio between the 2p 3=2 and 2p 1=2 lines) in Mn-rich and La-rich region in intra-grain space. These results point to the existence of strain in the structure at the atomic level, taking into account that the observed sharp and narrow XRD peaks, with sufficiently broad full width at half maxima to accommodate the compositional range of interest, to establish a single phase structure. In order to quantitatively interpret a dependence of EELS spectra on strain effects, we have carried out first principle calculations of the undoped parent LaMnO 3 system using the (L)APWþlo density functional method implemented in WIEN2k, using the LDA, with no spinpolarization and with the initial-state approximation. 13 This gives us a clear change in the intensity as well as the shape of the peaks of Mn L2,3 when a volume change of 1% is applied on the lattice as shown in Fig. 1(d) . The use of ab initio simulations has been shown to adequately predict strain effects in energy loss spectra (see Ref. 14 for a detailed use of this approach). We can therefore conclude that there are strong localized strain regions within the sample, which can promote an increase in T C values as was recently observed in thin film nanostructures of similar compounds. 4 First principle calculations of superlattice structures of La 2=3 Sr 1=3 MnO 3 (LSMO) and BaTiO 3 (BTO) layers, which possess a weak density of states at Fermi level in the dominant LSMO spin orientation, have predicted strain dependent ferromagnetic phases and also a high Curie temperature, compared to bulk samples with no octahedral tilt. Experimental results of laser molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) deposited samples confirmed the emergence of regions with higher T C , much above the bulk values. In the present system, a global random observation (of $20 observations done at different parts of the sample and in different sets to have an overall behavior of the sample in larger scale) in the non-homogeneous regions inside the grains of the sample shows the Sr content variation as given in Fig. 1(e) . This Sr inhomogeneity in the intra-grain regions changes the behavior from metallic to insulating. These regions may therefore be subject to the appropriate strain, associated with this doping level, controlling the orbital ordering. This can favor the extended ferromagnetism and therefore result in a high magnetic ordering temperature of 290 K, as compared to the expected canted antiferromagnetic behavior of single crystal samples, with T N $ 150 K. 9 As seen in Fig. 1(e) , there is a higher possibility of Sr to be in a low concentration state although the average value is close to the stoichiometric proportion. The system also preserves some regions with homogeneous stoichiometric elemental concentration. This elemental inhomogeneity in the system also explains the distribution of T C in the range T $ T C2 as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(e) . A change of T C from minimum to maximum can be obtained with this Sr distribution
, and the major change comes in the intermediate region, which, we believe, is under the appropriate strain to preserve this magnetic ordering. This elemental inhomogeneity in the system also accounts for the presence of magnetic frustration that can give rise to a glassymagnetic state in the system as we have obtained at low temperature but is not illustrated here (a typical signature however is seen in Fig. 2 towards low temperature) .
As shown in Fig. 2 , the overall M vs T behavior cannot be described by a single broad T C distribution, as there are two clear regions where M decreases, near T C1 and T C2 . In the light of previous work, where the effects of inhomogeneity in the magnetic properties of manganites were adequately reproduced using T C distributions and a meanfield approach, 15 simulations of an inhomogenous mean-field system with spin 2 were performed, in order to have insight on the ordering temperature distribution that would reproduce the observed full M(H, T) behavior. Two ordering temperature regions were considered, each with its own width, throughout the experimental (H, T) range. As an example, M vs T behavior at 10 kOe (Fig. 3(a) ) was adequately reproduced with a high-temperature T C1 $ 300 K (100 K FWHM) and T C2 $ 150 K (140 K FWHM), as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The combined Gaussian distributions of these two temperatures used in the simulation are directly related to the Sr distribution of this system that influences the magnetic behavior. It is found that around 40% of magnetic ions are in the high T C state, which is in good agreement with the low-field magnetization data analysis of Fig. 2 , confirming that the majority of the system has a low Sr concentration contributing higher magnetization value at T C2 while $40% of the system has higher ordering temperature (high Sr content). This is again confirmed from our EDX study in HRTEM that shows the higher probability of Sr near 3 at. % ( Fig. 1(e) ). In the low temperature region in Fig. 3(a) , well below the T C distribution range, the simulation deviates somewhat from the experimental results as it considers the system as ferromagnetic only and therefore does not take into account the competing magnetic interactions. This is reflected as lowering of magnetization from the experimental behavior. To better interpret the full M(H, T) dependence of the system, the magnetic entropy change (DS M ðH; TÞ) of the system, obtained experimentally, is compared to the simulated mean-field system, as shown in Fig. 3(c) .
An analysis of DS M is here convenient as magnetic ordering transitions are clearly seen, together with the H dependence, throughout the acquired magnetic data, from 20 to 300 K and from 0 to 100 kOe. The usefulness of DS M as a global consistency verification at a transition results mostly from the fact that DS M peaks at T C in the whole field range, in contrast to a simple dM/dT analysis at fixed field, in which peaks strongly shift to higher T values with applied magnetic field. The known dependence of DS M on T À2=3 C (Ref. 16) confirms that the distribution should have a higher maximum at T C1 , in order to result in DS M peaks of similar intensity around T C1 and T C2 , which is verified in the data of Fig. 3(c) . Fig. 3(c) also shows that the experimental DS M at temperatures below $30 K becomes negative and is therefore different from simulation. This provides further evidence for the influence of glassy behavior at low temperatures, which are not taken into account in the simulation. The magnetization and magnetic entropy simulations therefore confirm the dynamics of the system and its predominant ferromagnetic behavior from $50 K to 300 K following the two main ordering temperatures at T C1 and T C2 .
In conclusion, we have shown that it is possible to strongly tune the magnetic properties of bulk materials, from the combined effects of localized strain and local scale inhomogeneity. We have studied the low-Sr doped composition La 0.95 Sr 0.05 MnO 3þd (a canted antiferromagnet, according to previous studies 9 ) and have shown it to be tunable to be ferromagnetic with a T C near room temperature. This strong tuning of magnetic behavior opens new possibilities of optimizing the magnetic properties of bulk materials as was previously shown to be possible in thin film LSMO-BTO strained nanostructures.
